SPECIFIC   AND    GENERAL    HABITS	8l
jected, it Is obvious that social or ' good * conduct must be
associated with pleasure and, conversely, undesirable
conduct with discomfort.
 (d)	When the need for a habit is felt and greater per-
fection is necessary, practice is of great value.   But the
child must feel the need of it and the amount of practice
that will be valuable to a child can only be known by
study of his personality.   It is not unusual for a teacher
to depress a child so greatly by the amount of practice
demanded that the child loses all desire to reach even an
average standard, much less to excel.   How much practice
wiU result in improvement depends, then, on the personality
of the child and the capacity of the teacher to give him
higher standards  of achievement.   Such standards  are
generally acquired by suggestion.
 (e)	The breaking of a bad habit is a most difficult and
lengthy matter and generally means re-education.   Hence
if the habit, though bad in the teacher's eyes, is trivial in
comparison with what would be called a bad habit in an
adult, it is better to overlook it.   A case in point is writing
—provided it is legible and swift it is a pity to worry a boy
to alter his style or way of holding a pen.   The use of
dialect is another case in point.
(/) Since to acquire habits is not easy, for it necessitates
acquiring a motor mechanism that enables the actor to
respond unconsciously to a stimulus and carry out a com-
plete act without attention, it is wise to be sure a habit is
useful before striving to acquire it, The test seems to be
that it works, i.e. does accomplish what is required, does
save time and set the individual free for other activities ;
e.g. once a child can write unconsciously and easily he has,
after speech, the most valuable and -universal method of
self-expression.
(g) General habits or attitudes of mind are acquired by
suggestion from people one respects or, in the case of very
intelligent people, by pondering on one's acts: thus an

